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DATA SHARING & DATA HUB: INTRODUCTION
In Simulaad data sharing with third parties and creating a datahub has been one of the key activities.
This document provides an overview of the activities carried out in WP2, including three main tasks:
►

WP2.1 Applying data-sharing protocol
► This involves documenting the current data sharing protocol
► Current data governance and new proposed governance

►

WP2.2 Developing Datahub (1.0) including:
► Privacy: plan of action and guidelines
► Plan of action of a Datahub for knowledge institutes

►

WP2.3 Data sharing in practice
► Data Sharing data with at least 3 knowledge institutes / third parties
► Data Sharing with Elaad (partner in this project)
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WP2.1
APPLYING THE DATA-SHARING PROTOCOL
The G4/MRA-E have developed a protocol for sharing data with third parties in 2018. In Simulaad
this process was further extended and documented.
This section describes the most prominent actions taken and results derived on applying and
extending the current data-sharing protocol. It also shows how the data governance structure has
been altered.
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DATA SHARING
►

Third parties like universities, companies and public authorities have shown great interest in
applying the data generated by the utilization of public charging infrastructure in the G4/MRA.
► The AUAS over the years created a platform were data were cleaned and stored in a structured
approach applying the socalled CHIEF Charge Infrastructure Effeciency) datawarehouse (DWH)
environment.
► The AUAS CHIEF datawarehouse provides:
► monitoring services to the cities/regions
► A professional research environment for researchers regarding the utilization of charging infrastructure

►

Concerns regarding sharing (tackled in the course of this project included):
► Governance structure (WP2.1)
► Privacy issues concerning charging data (WP2.2)
► Sharing data in practice (WP2.3)

►

This report provides an overview of the tasks regarding above topics.
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GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
(STATUS 2018-2019)
• Third parties make a request
for data sharing.
• AUAS serves as a ‘front
office’ for requests.
• AUAS sends request to data
owners (one or more of the
cities) for permission for
sharing.
• If applicable third parties are
referred to evdata.nl for key
indicators.
• In case of permission, AUAS
provides access to a
(selection) of the dataset.
• All researchers sign an NDA.

THREE LEVELS OF DATA SHARING
1. evdata.nl
Evdata.nl provides an overview of 8 key indicators for the charging infrastructure in G4/MRA-E. If
applicable, third party is referred to evdata.nl
2. Data analysis report by AUAS
Data sharing beyond evdata.nl is currently not implemented to commercial third parties. In theory
the data owner can request the AUAS to provide the data for the third party (either paid or not). In
practice this has only been applied very limitedly.
Condition for this option is that the results are made public; in order to keep level playing field

3. Access to the database (raw data and/or aggregated data)
Only knowledge institutes have the option to get access to a part of the dataset.
Conditions on the next slide.

LEVELS OF DATA SHARING
Toegang tot Rstudio

Rapport toesturen

Verwijs naar
kentallen online

LEVELS OF DATA SHARING
► Researcher is capable to program in R

Toegang tot Rstudio

► Request is not competition sensitive
► Research question serves public interest
► Research results become publicly available

Rapport toesturen

Verwijs naar
kentallen online
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Rapport toesturen
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kentallen online

• The answer to the research question is already present in
the key figures.

LEVEL1: EVDATA.NL
►

EVdata.nl provides aggregated data
on 8 key performance indicators on
the utilization of public chargers in
the G4 cities and MRA-E.

►

For a (limited) number of data
requests this information provides
sufficient data; reducing the need for
additional data sharing.

►

AUAS and G4/MRA-E are
examining if more (aggregated) data
can be made online in the course of
2020.
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LEVEL3: DATA SHARING: CONDITIONS FOR THIRD
PARTIES
Approval by data responsible parties (G4/MRA) is provided under the following conditions:
► Privacy by design
► Request to a minimum amount of data (in order to answer the research questions of third party)
► Request is not commercially sensitive
► Research question serves common good
► Research results are made public
► Researchers sign an NDA
► For access to privacy sensitive data (RFIDs) complementary requirements apply (AVG/GDPR)
Data sharing protocol:
► Data remains on secured computational server environment = Datasets not shared in e.g. mails.
► Researcher can work in R
► In case of approval the AUAS prepares a so-called ‘package’ in which the requested data (e.g.
cities, time period) for the researcher/third party
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GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE & RESPONSIBILITIES
►

Governance structure was altered throughout the course of the project:
► Front-desk role of data sharing is time consuming since data requests have to be GDPR compliant and

should not evoke competitive advantage.
► Third parties perceived the front-desk role of AUAS as a possible conflict of interest.
►

During the project the G4/MRA-E data owners decided to take up the front-deks role and assign a
data request coordinator. The front-desk role includes:
► Communication with data applicants
► Organize approvals / non-approval of data requests by data owners
► Carrying out privacy assessment on data requests
► Administration of the data requests

►

The AUAS role now exists of:
► Data manager (managing the datawharehouse environment and its content)
► Providing actual access to third parties.

► Providing online training and support for third parties
► Sharing developed knowledge and/or scripts or algorithms
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•

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 2020

•
•

•
•

•

G4/MRA serves as ‘front
office’ (not AUAS).
Third parties contact the
G4/MRA data coordinator
Data coordinator sends
request to the municipal
data owners or region for
permission.
If applicable, third parties
are referred to evdata.nl
for key indicators.
In case of permission,
AUAS acts as data
manager and provides
access to a (selection) of
the dataset
AUAS provides access to
the AUAS data research
platform including
computing capacity.
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WP2.2
PRIVACY – GDPR COMPLIANT DATA-SHARING
Questions and concerns related to privacy issues of the charging data were not yet clearly
discussed and addressed between the responsible parties at the start of this project. During the
course of this project the AUAS:
► Carried out an information and privacy assessment (IB&P) assessing the security and GDPR
compliancy of the EV charging data management.
► Teamed up with the municipal privacy officers in order to assess current data management
procedures and to developed practical guidelines on how to handle privacy concerns for this
particular dataset.
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PRIVACY - CONCERNS RELATED TO DATA SHARING
The following concerns regarding privacy and EV charging data sharing were raised by public
authorities:
1. Sensitivity of location data
► can individuals be ‘tracked’ by analyzing EV charging data?
2. Research questions and approaches differ in privacy-sensitivity; particularly if RFID data are
being used.
► Should RFID be considered personal data?
► Under which conditions is sharing RFID data with researchers and other third parties compliant
with GDPR?
3. TADA manifesto: responsible use of public data
► Transparency to EV drivers about data collection and research.
► Informed consent and/or control by EV drivers on if and how the EV charging data is used.
4. Research at a distance by third party researchers who might not be aware of contextual factors
resulting in limited control over research findings and communication by municipalities.
► How to review and control research results with third parties?
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ACTIVITIES CONCERNING PRIVACY DURING THE
COURSE OF THIS PROJECT
The question is to what extent research based on EV charging data including RFIDs allows for
deducing mobility patterns of individual EV drivers. It is not allowed to deduce individual mobility
patterns for tracking purposes unless the individual gave permission to do so. The following activities
were carried out to evaluate the privacy-concerns related to the EV charging data.

For this purpose an information and privacy assessment (IB&P) was carried out by AUAS in close
cooperation with the municipalities. In several workshops the results have been discussed with both
the municipal privacy officers and the AUAS privacy officer. The IB&P was approved by both parties.
Information and privacy assessement (IB&P)
► The AUAS Information Security and Privacy (IB&P) assessment describes in detail how EV charging data are secured,

stored and made accessible.
► The IB&P also describes the process by which permission to data sharing is granted including:

► A data sharing template (for third parties)

► Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
► Two-step authorization for access
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RESULTS: PRIVACY CONCERNS REGARDING RFIDS
AND TRACKABILITY
Results of IB&P assessment workshops:
► Real time tracking of individuals is not possible based on the charging data, as charging sessions are
snapshots in time. Locations of EV drivers in between sessions can not be deduced.
► RFIDs are hashed by AUAS; meaning that the hashed data can not be traced back to a name or person (=
relevant in case a third party has access to data that can be linked to RFIDs).
► Nevertheless, hashed RFIDs cannot not be shared with every third party. Third parties might hold other
datasets which, combined with the charging data, can result in linking charging data to personal data. In some
cases signing a processor agreement can make sharing possible.
► Hashed RFIDs can be shared for academic research purposes by research institutes (in WAW); under
condition of approved argumentation of requiring RFIDs (privacy by design) and signing a processor
agreement.
► Providing RFIDs: authorization of access to the RFID column in the Data Warehouse has been adjusted to
account specific access to RFID column. Beforehand the RFID column was part of each EV charging data set.
► Simulation models: Simulated data are not considered to be privacy sensitive; although they may be based
on existing data of users.
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* https://gegevensbeschermingsrecht.nl/Artikelgewijs%20commentaar/artikel%2012.html

PRIVACY AND TRANSPARENCY: SHOULD EV DRIVERS
BE INFORMED ABOUT THE USE OF THEIR DATA?
►

EV users should be informed that charging data is collected, and used for academic research.
► The Charge Point Operator (CPO) (article 12*) is responsible for informing chargepoint users
about data collection and use for research. EV users should contact the CPO is he/she is
interested to know how their data is being used.
► Cities should enforce contracted CPOs to make sure users are informed about how charging data
is used; e.g. in general conditions.
► For CPOs without client-relation, information on the charging station is most likely (e.g. bar code).

►

Service providers are also responsible for informing their clients how their data is used; however,
there is no responsibility/opportunity for cities themselves to enforce this.
► The objective of scientific research is in line with the “common good”; no formal consent of the
user is required.
► For non-scientific research prior consent of the user for carrying out research with their data is
required according to GDPR (General Data Rights Protection – in Dutch: AVG).
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PRIVACY: HASHING OF DATA
In the following section available datasets are described, including how privacy sensitive data is
hashed and how this process is secured (responsibilities).

The following datasets are available in this project and were assessed on privacy:
1. Charging Transactions on public charging points
2. Meter values (smart meter data of public charging points)
3. License plates of taxis in Amsterdam (in relation to U SMILE Project)
4. RDW data (vehicle registrations)
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1. CHARGING TRANSACTIONS: COLUMNS
INCLUDED
•
•

•

Charging data in the current CHIEF
database includes a large number of
columns (see table)
The privacy-sensitive element is the
so-called Authenticaion_ID (or RFID);
the number of the charging card.
RFID-codes refer to the charging card
being used for a charging session and
therefore are likely to represent one
EV-driver or household) – leading it to
be privacy sensitive → requires
hashing.
•
Note that this is not always the
case, e.g. with taxi drivers
where a taxi may be shared
with multiple taxi drivers.

CHARGING TRANSACTIONS: HASHING
PROCESS OF RFIDS
•

This figure shows the hashing
process of RFIDs.

•

A clear separation is made
between the data management
part (ETL – extraction,
transform, load) and the data
science.

•

Only the IT-team within AUAS
(responsible for ETL) has
access to original data and
RFIDs.

•

Data scientists only have access
to hashed RFIDs.

2. DATA COLUMNS IN: METER VALUES

•

Meter values include ID-data of the charging session and Charging point.

•

No privacy sensitive data are included → no hashing is required.

3. LICENSE PLATE DATA OF TAXIS (COLLECTED IN
Background U SMILE:
THE “U SMILE” PROJECT
•

•

•

•

U SMILE is a project in which
data (license plate) of electric
taxis where collected in case they
were entering particular pickup
places (Central Station).
Objective: to monitor the share of
E-taxis at pickup points and to
evaluate measures to strengthen
the e-taxi policy at these
locations.
AUAS was partner in U SMILE
and was responsible for data
analysis on taxis.
License plate information is
privacy-sensitive; and
therefore has to be hashed.

CHARGING TRANSACTIONS: HASHING
PROCESS OF RFIDS
•

This figure shows the hashing
process of license plates.

•

A clear separation is made
between the data management
part (ETL – extraction,
transform, load) and the data
science.

•

Only the IT-team within AUAS
(responsible for ETL) has
access to original data and
license plate data.

•

Data scientists only have access
to hashed license plate data

4. VEHICLE REGISTRATION DATA
•
•

•
•

RDW is the Netherlands Vehicle
Authority that registers a.o. car
sales, and license plates.
Within SIMULAAD RDW data
were collected on bi-monthly
basis.
RDW already provides only
hashed license plate data → no
further hashing required.
RDW provides postcode-4 level
data; also no hashing required.

WP2.2 CHARGING DATA & PRIVACY - CONCLUSIONS
►

Charging data are not personal data, but they are privacy sensitive. As such they should be
pseudomomynized or hashed to prevent any form of tracking of individual EV drivers.

►

The AUAS carried out an extensive information and privacy assessment in which procedures for
storing, processing and allowing access to data is described. The procedures were accorded by
the privacy officer of the AUAS as secure.

►

Amongst the procedures taken is a clear division between IT team and data scientists, two-step
approval processes and hashing procedures for all applicable datasets involved.
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WP2.3
DATA SHARING IN PRACTICE
A specific objective in this project was to share data to third parties and to further enhance the
process by which data is shared. This was achieved. An overview of third parties is provided.
Also a sharing agreement between the city of Amsterdam and Stichting Elaad (both partners in
Simulaad) was established.
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DATA SHARING
The table provides an overview of
data sharing during the course of
this project (2018-2019 included).
It includes 4 research institutes (a.o.
Erasmus, University of Utrecht),
public bodies/grid operators
(Alliander, Elaad) and a number of
consultancies (Ireal, Resourcefully).
The AUAS documents the data
requests, research objectives and
generates access to the database.
With Elaad the City of Amsterdam
Title presentation
signed
a ‘data sharing agreement’.
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DATA SHARING IN PRACTICE: ELAAD-CASE
►
►

►

►
►

►

An objective in Simulaad was to work towards shared access of AUAS and Elaad to a joint dataset;
and to be able to collaborate as joint research team on the analyses.
During the course of this project this objective was not achieved; and workarounds had to be devised.
Most prominent barrier was the increased regulation on privacy (GDPR/AVG) which increased the
urgency for data owners to assess whether or not sharing charging data with non-academic partners
(like Elaad) was viable. The case shows the difficulty in interpreting the GDPR regulations and
providing clear guidelines under which conditions sharing is permitted.
Only by 2019 the city of Amsterdam and Elaad signed a data sharing agreement where access to data
was permitted.
For Simulaad the collaborative opportunities were not reached and the access differences lead to
inefficiencies, a.o. in writing codes, validating results and enabling analysis on the large dataset.
Despite the limitations results in WP4 (optimization) were reached and progress has been made in the
guidelines for data sharing in future projects. It is recommended to ascertain access beforehand
between data owners and third parties that play a role in data analysis.
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WP2: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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DATAHUB AND DATA SHARING
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The current data platform provides a strong basis for research institutes to analyze charging
behaviour, and allows making data available to a large set of researchers while privacy issues are
sufficiently addressed. More than 10 organizations were granted access (2018-2019).

1.

1.
2.

It is recommended that in future projects agreements are made between data owners and partners
responsible for data analysis (thereby preventing inefficiencies in data sharing and collaboration).
It is recommended to further explore opportunities of a joint effort between several universities in
programming charging infrastructure research, joining forces in data collection, modelling and simulation as a
means to create key knowledge to support the process of charging infrastructure rollout.

2.

Charging data are not personal data, but they are privacy sensitive. As such they should be
pseudomomynized or hashed to prevent any form of tracking of individual EV drivers.

3.

AUAS has set up a professional and approved process for storing and managing the charging
infrastructure data, inline with GDPR regulations regarding privacy.
1.

It is recommended to renew the privacy assessment on a regular basis to ensure procedures are up to date.
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